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I AM THE SON of my father, and a brother of a dozen. We pretty much think alike; 

of course we disagree, but our actions remain the same. This is how I live, this is how we 
live, from the moment we became to the moment we die.

We live in the woods, near the roots of an enormous old tree. We find peace and 
shelter under it. Father taught me and my brothers to be good to the tree and to nature 
around us. Thus we do not harm them, though I can’t imagine how we ever could. The 
way I see it we can’t harm anyone even if we wished, but father said we are the most 
deadliest of all species.

My position makes me very unique, as I stand alone in front of my entire family, 
preceding my older brother by a few centimeters. I used to brag about it a lot, until my 
father warned me not to be so arrogant. I live by the frontier of my family, and with it 
comes responsibilities showering over on my head. Father always said that being the 
one in front meant that I might have to sacrifice myself for the sake of the family one 
day. If such an imaginary predator does come, chances are I will die.

I once asked my father why would a predator come. His reply was simple: 
‘predators feed on people like us; they depend on our type for survival’. Nature is cruel, 
I thought. Of course I went on asking: “Why us? Do we taste good to them?” “No,” 
father replied, “they eat us mistaking us for something sweeter. Predators don't want to 
eat us, but sometimes they are fooled by our appearance. Looks may be deceiving.”

I am still young, but I look more like my father and older brothers than I do to 
babies, which pretty much resemble eggs. I too looked like an egg once, but now I stand 
tall, handsome and proud. I am white all over, from my top to my toe.

Life was good until the day arrived, the day I saw the monster come. A monster it 
was, just like one of father's stories. It fit the description perfectly from which father has 
told. It was a monster ten times taller than I am -or anyone of us for that matter-, and 
capable of more actions than I could imagine. It is said to have the eyes of an eagle, 
spotting anything within miles of its own standings, at least miles by our standards. It is 
said to be attracted to my kind, and to my kind it would come and feast upon. It would 
come and snatch me like I was a daisy, and lift me up effortlessly. I could struggle all I 
want, but the monster wouldn't release me. The monster possesses the strength of no 
animal I've ever seen. With its five powerful fingers, it would lift me up to its face. There, 
it would place me inside its mouth -jaws of death- and crunch me, chewing my body into 
small pieces within two graceful bites. To it, I would be a mere snack, but to me … that 
would be the end of me.



As the monster descended from the horizon, and finally came closer, I was able 
to finally see it clearly. It was colored pink, a strange pigment for such a mythical beast. 
Like father mentioned, it was indeed humongous. To my father's surprise, this one was a 
bit shorter than the ones he had heard about. Yet, the predator still remained a titan in 
our eyes. The monster had two hands for attacking and grabbing, each provided with a 
set of five long fingers. The monster walked on two legs, each one looking more like a 
tree trunk then a leg.

Carried by its tree trunks, the monster came closer towards our home with each 
gigantic step it took. “Go away!” I shouted at the fearless predator, even though it 
doesn't understand my language. The urge of protecting my family overcame me. I 
shouted to protect them, and whether the monster heard me or not, it seemed to have 
worked. The monster came in front of us, then crouched, gazing into me. Two huge 
desiring eyes locked onto me as I stood fearing the worse.

The monster unleashed its extending hand and grabbed me firmly. It was a 
strange feeling, one like I've never felt before. The monster plucked me, unmounting me 
from my birthplace for the first time in my life. “It's okay everyone, everything will be 
okay!” I told them, believing that the monster would settle for me, and leave my family 
alone. I had a reason to think like that, because according to my father, many of my 
ancestors sacrificed their self to protect their families. One bite of any of us and the 
monster would end its life. This meant the others will carry on living beyond the point of 
depression, carry on living after looking eye to eye with horrible death. And I was the 
one chosen to see that my family does. Not all of the members of a family are privileged 
with such an honor. With the monster's enormous jaws, it took a bite off of my head. 
With its last action, it fell on the ground instantly, dead.

For a supreme being, that monster sure wasn't as tough as I had thought. I knew 
I was grown to do something big, but taking the life of a huge monster wasn't what I had 
in mind. I died shortly after that, but for what's it worth, I am glad it turned out this way, 
I have protected my family from the monster. Everyone dies eventually, but what counts 
is whether that person does something worthwhile in his or her life before it ends, that's 
what's important. In my case, I protected my people from the monster.

THE END
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